Relation of private information and yield volatility in the relatively low liquid market such as Indonesia government bond market is one of the recent important research topics in finance. Because private information accumulation mastery affects interaction pattern between dealers and their customers, it is urgent to identify this price mechanism in government bond market, especially in a low liquid market which small trading volume may create serious yield volatility. If there is a substantial disagreement on bond fair value because of distinct private information quality between each those groups of investors success to accumulate it, bond price will fluctuate wildly. This paper study the dealer and customer order flow interaction to identify which side that have a greater impact on yield volatility. The results show that from the two layers of order flow, disagreement between dealers and customers are slightly in a short-term and medium-term bond, so their volatility is relatively low. But for a long-term bond, disagreement is substantial and creates high yield volatility. Different trading platform and strategy between dealer and customer play an important role in creating high yield fluctuations.
Introduction
Price discovery in financial markets is very an important property, especially in the perspective of market microstructure (Martinez & Tse, 2018; Kryzanowski, Perrakis, & Zhong, 2017) . Price discovery plays a very important and specific role in financial markets. (O'Hara, 2003) states that price discovery is one of two important main functions of the financial market, firstly financial market function is the liquidity provider for all market participants and secondly, the market serves a price discovery, namely the place or media for the creation of financial securities price.
Some market microstructure literature propose various definitions of price discovery, among others: "price equilibrium search process" (Schreiber & Schwartz, 2009) , "collection and interpretation of news" (Baillie, Booth, Tse, & Zabotina, 2002) , "process incorporation of implicit information in investors' trading into market prices" (Lehmann, 2002) ," a mechanism for changes in the yield curve which is a combination of heterogeneous private information and/or interpretation of public information through trades in the bond market " (Brandt & Kavajecz, 2004) , "The merger of two information channels, namely direct information channels where prices adjust quickly to public information and indirect channels where prices adjust to private information reflected in order flow" (Valseth, 2013) and "unification of information at the right time into market prices" (Caporale & Girardi, 2013) . We may conclude that price discovery is a naturally occurring dynamic process of market prices creation through rapid price adjustments from the old equilibrium price to the new equilibrium price which is driven by and because of the presence of a series of information, both public information and private information.
From the practitioner's point of views, price discovery conception is very urgent also because it not only helps investors to make more informed decisions but also facilitates better risk management.
Investors who understand the mechanism by which information is translated into market prices and the factors that influence them will certainly have a better trading strategy (Westerlund, Norkute, & Narayan, 2015) .
Empirical research on price discovery and price formation in several financial markets can be found in, mentioning only a few, Hasbrouck (1991) ; Evans & Lyons (2002) , Brandt & Kavajecz (2004) who all find that contemporary order flow explains the most of the daily price changes that occur in the stock market, the foreign exchange market, and the United States government bond market. Order flow is a measurement of net buy pressure that occurs in the bond market. Valseth (2013) calculates order flow by reducing trade initiated by sellers from trade initiated by buyers during a certain time interval. Buyer initiated trades are assigned a positive sign while the trade initiated by the seller is assigned a negative sign.
Market microstructure studies of price discovery attempt to reveal whether private information plays an important role in price formation (Collin-Dufresne & Fos, 2015) . If private information plays an important role in price discovery, prices are not formed instantaneously based on mere public information, but price discovery is formed from a process or mechanism of information collection and processing (Khalil, Mansi, Mazboudi, & Zhang, 2019) . The price discovery describes the process of how relevant information about financial securities is transformed into the security price.
In the price discovery of government bonds, information plays a very important role where this information is divided into two major parts: public information and private information. Evans & Lyons (2002) define private information is type of information that is not known to all parties, except certain parties who have an excellent, above on average, analytical skills and can obtain important information by paying a sum of money or having a special connection with sources of information, Private information, yield volatility, and interaction between groups of investors...
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| 169 | specifically that can make better price forecasting than just relying on public information (Collin-Dufresne & Fos, 2015) . Whereas Brandt & Kavajecz (2004) state that private information is an interpretation of public information on how the yield curve changes. Periodic price adjustments through order flow imply that prices do not fully reflect all information at the time and show that there is asymmetric information from market participants (Cieslak & Povala, 2016) .
In the government bond market, according to. Valseth (2013) , private information can be divided into two dimensions, as follows: (1) the first dimension of private information includes fundamental and non-fundamental information. Fundamental information is related to macroeconomic factors, heterogeneous interpretations of macroeconomic indicators.
(2) The second dimension of private information is the source from which the information originates.
There are two sources of information, first, the ability of the second dealer interpreting all available information, and the second source is the customer trading data which reflect information owned by customers.
Dealer ability is the ability to obtain and interpret relevant information, including interpretation of public information and information that can be translated from other dealer order flow and customer order flows. If the information in an order flow occurs among dealers only reflects or is exactly same as the information which can be extracted from the customer's order flow, it indicates that the dealer does not add any information to the trade or they have no substantial private information. In such conditions, the dealer only acts as a passive mediator of the customer order (He, Kelly, & Manela, 2017) . Whereas if the order flow among dealers is more informative than customer order flow, it indicates that the dealer has more information than their customers. Anand & Subrahmanyam (2008) find that dealers have contributed more to price discovery than customers and concluded that dealers were more informed than other market participants. In the equity market, insider information relating to company earnings or company mergers maybe a third source of information, but this type of information is not relevant to the government bond market. Valseth (2013) find trades carried out by all investor groups other than the dealers (customers) is far less informative than the transaction executed by fellow dealers (interdealer market). Explanatory power from an interdealer order flow is far greater than a customer order flow, which shows that the dealers have better information than the customers. However, customers also have a significant price impact, so their order drive significant price change, but the impact far lower compared to the dealers. This indicates that some dealers have the ability to identify information from the trading patterns of their customers.
At the dealer level, the results of Valseth (2013) study show that the quality of dealer information mastery is heterogeneous and contributes differently to the process of price discovery. Order flow from large dealers (measured by their market share) has the greatest influence. Interdealer order flow from the two largest dealers has the biggest influence on prices on 4-year and 7-year bonds, as well as the order flow of the four largest dealers that has the biggest effect on the price of 10-year bonds. Order flows in government bonds which have different maturity have different effects on prices depends on the type of dealer. Valseth (2013) found that order flows from a group of dealers have a strong impact on prices on bonds with short tenors, while other groups of dealers have order flows that have a major impact on bonds with short tenors. This indicates that the dealer specializes in different trading segments.
The results of many previous research which focus at the dealer level also show that the correlation between customer order flow and interdealer Jurnal Keuangan dan Perbankan Volume 23, Issue 2, April 2019: 167-178 | 170 | order flow varies among dealers. There are dealers who resemble their customers' order flow which they believe reflect customers' private information, on the other hand, there are dealers who have independent and unique order flow because they follow their specific private information and subjective interpretation on public information. Quality of information embedded in order flow differs among investors because of their individual competency, beliefs, and their access to sources of information (Anand & Subrahmanyam, 2008; Valseth, 2013) . Different information content in dealer and customer order flow will be captured in yield fluctuations along the period. Disagreement among investor in the same group (dealer or customer) and/ or disagreement between dealer groups and customer groups create a different market position for each investor and make yield swing from one extreme position to other extremes (O'Hara, 2003) Each investor's peculiar investment horizon drives to a different information set. Different information creates a different trading position in the market (Back, Crotty, & Li, 2018) . There are many research which investigates how price discovery process affects bond yield volatility. Because of asymmetric information among market agent and nonsynchronous information arrival time for each investor, there is a substantial difference in market position among a group of investors. For example, Nowak et al. (2011) find two types of adjustment which are, firstly, repricing, or what is called as the price impact and, secondly, repositioning, or the volatility impact. The price impact is a permanent change in asset prices as an investor find a change of the fair value of a bond. If investors disagree on the fair value of a bond, they reposition their own bond portfolio based on their own information set. Different information set and timely arrival of the information among investors swing the bond yield. Valseth (2013) has the excellence of empirical method in testing information set difference between investor groups because he uses two types of order flow: customer and dealer order flow shows the customer order flow is an important part of the flow orders of some dealers who have a significant impact on prices. But Valseth (2013) also found that the order flow of the customer does not always correlate with the flow order in the interdealer market but also have a large influence on prices. This shows that some dealers have additional information learned from their customer orders and other private information that they collect themselves. The findings in this study indicate that dealers play an important and independent role in the price discovery process.
If there is disagreement among investor about the fair value of a bond, price volatility will be high. The disagreement creates a dispersed bid and offer price among investors and drives high trading price volatility (Ma, Wang, Cheng, & Hu, 2017) . Disagreement among investor come from different quality of private information among investors and the quality of their interpretation of public information (Condie & Ganguli, 2017) . If there is a dominant player in the market, for example, dealer order flows are very high, but on the other hand, customer order flows are trivial, the disagreement would have low price impact. We assume disagreement among dealers is trivial because of similar ability and knowledge among them.
There are many studies which investigate the relation of prices and volatility to public information, e.g., Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, & Vega (2007) , Brenner, Pasquariello, & Subrahmanyam (2009) , and Kang, Ratti, & Yoon (2015) . They document the relationship between public information and price volatility in equity, foreign exchange, and Treasury markets. Other research reveal price fluctuation and private information relations which are reflected in trading volume and frequency, for equity (Albuquerque & Vega (2009); Hasbrouck (1991) , foreign exchange (Evans & Lyons, 2008) , and treasury markets (Brandt & Kavajecz, 2004; Menkveld, Sarkar, & Van Der Wel, 2012) . These studies use order flow as the measure of private information which is extracted from the trading process. Berger, Private information, yield volatility, and interaction between groups of investors...
| 171 | Chaboud, & Hjalmarsson (2009) find variation in volatility can be explained by variation in information flow. Evans & Lyons (2008) show a correlation between unconditional volatility and order flow.
The objective of this paper is to examine the role of different market participants in the process of price discovery in the Indonesian government bond market, which has a specific characteristic that its liquidity is relatively low. This paper has an important contribution because previous research focuses on the developed market, which is a liquid market (Bongaerts, De Jong, & Driessen, 2017) . This paper also identifies the interaction pattern between investor groups and their impact on yield volatility. Effect of private information executed by a group of investors will be very substantial in low liquid market. The Indonesian government bond market is characterized by a two-tier structure, which reflects customer's trade with dealers, while dealers can trade either with their customers or with other dealers. The specific objectives of this study are (1) is price discovery driven by the interdealer market or customer market, (2) the role of dealers and customers in price volatility whether they have a similar impact in each type of government bond with a different tenor.
Hypotheses Development
Different ability among investors to accumulate private information and to interpret it as an effective investment strategy creates a dispersed bid and offer prices and push yield volatility up (Brandt & Kavajecz, 2004) . The disagreement between groups of government bond investor, dealers, and their customers also drives higher yield volatility (Nowak, 2011) . The disagreement between dealers and customers is reflected in their trading behavior, especially in their order flow (Menkveld, Sarkar, & Van Der Wel, 2012) . Active trading and imminent impact of order flow on yield is a signal of execution of private information. If dealer order flow and customer order flow simultaneously have an imminent and significant impact on yield volatility, then we may conclude that there is a severe disagreement between dealers and customers, they react differently based on different private information or have a distinct interpretation on the same information.
Because of the different quality of information between investor groups (customer and dealer), investors rebalance their portfolios when information arrives, and they reposition their portfolio according to their risk preferences and investment horizon. Disagreement among customer and dealer and different investment horizon will affect and create significant yield volatility. As previous research do, such as Nowak et al. (2011) and Brandt & Kavajecz (2004) , uninformed investors usually trade based on public news announcement that naturally they consider short term information. We hypothesize that short term customer order flow tend to have a significant impact on bond yield volatility. The volatility will be lower if the dealer tries to exploit customer trading pattern and get profit on the customer by taking the opposite position compared to their customer. Customer position on long term and medium-term bond will be affected by relevant long and medium-term expectation, not only by changes of short term information. Longerterm bond yield volatility will be affected by many other variables other than recent order flow that maybe are not included in the model.
Because of specific government bond characteristic which usually has a relatively huge market value, compared to stock, active trading happens in the initial period aftermarket auction which only dealers are permitted to deliver the order. In the initial period, customers who are interested in getting the bond, delivering a buying order to dealers. If there is a disagreement among investors, especially between dealers and customers, the long-term bond will have the highest yield volatility Kang, Ratti, & Yoon (2015) . This volatility may come from long-term order which indicates different beliefs among investors in future the bond prospect and Jurnal Keuangan dan Perbankan Volume 23, Issue 2, April 2019: 167-178 | 172 | long-term macroeconomic forecasting and/or different short-term liquidity preference and shortterm investment strategy (Brenner, Pasquariello, & Subrahmanyam, 2009 ).
Method, Data, and Analysis
We use the government bond transaction data from Directorate General of Financing and Risk Management, the Ministry of Finance, Republic of Indonesia. Changes in bond yields were obtained from Thomson-Reuters Datastream. Data from this study were from January 2009 to 2016
The following model is used to compare the impact of aggregate interdealer order flow and aggregate order flow customers on price volatility in the Indonesian government bond market:
In order to measure daily order flow impact on the yield volatility, data on daily changes of the 3-year, 5-year and 10-year Government bond yield are analyzed. This yield is based on the price at the end of the trading day. Order flow is divided into three maturity groups. The first is a short-term order flow that contains bonds that have 12-36 months maturity. Second, medium-term flow orders that contain bonds that have a remaining time of 36-60 months due. Third, long-term flow orders that contain bonds that have the maturity for more than 60 months. Three groups due to order flow interdealer are labeled with OFS, OFM, and OFL, and groups of customer order flow are labeled COFS, COFM, and COFL.
How to test the hypothesis of whether dealers and customer have private information and use it as a driver to implement their investment strategy, we can look at F-test and t-test for each equation. If F-test shows all order flow significantly affect yield volatility, we may conclude dealer and customer have private information, and they have a different interpretation on public information. If dealer order significantly affects yield volatility, we may conclude that there are disagreements among dealers because the dealers have different private information. If customer order significantly affects yield volatility and dealer order does not, we may conclude customers disagree about private information and interpretation on public information and dealer play only as a trading intermediator.
Results
The author needs to report the results in sufficient detail so that the reader can see which statistical analysis was conducted and why, and later to justify their conclusions. To measure yield volatility, we use AR(q) GARCH (1,1) Private information, yield volatility, and interaction between groups of investors...
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| 173 | Table 1 show changes in the daily yield of bonds with the remaining 10year tenor is the largest average among Indonesia government bond for all categories of maturity. While the maximum value of yield changes occurs in 5-year medium-term bonds and the lowest yield changes occur in short-term 3-year bonds. The highest volatility, represented by standard deviation, occurs in changes of 10-year long-term bonds yield. The descriptive data show as the maturity period approaches, bond yields tend to be more stable, while at the beginning of the issuance, transactions in the market are still looking for a price balance so that price volatility is quite high. Table 1 shows the long-term customer order flow (CFOL) has the largest average among all categories of order flow of government bonds which reinforces indications of high trade-in bonds with the remaining long tenor as can be found in Table 1 . The order flow from the dealer is also the most many are in the Long-term dealer order flow (OFL). But the highest maximum value actually occurs in shortterm customer flow orders. This indicates that the shortest tenor bonds have large transactions which were executed by few customers. Some bond investors focus on bond transactions that are almost due because they target the payment of the principal debt at maturity and are supported by stable bond prices ahead of maturity. (Vol_10Y) is the highest. On the run bond, which is recently issued a bond and has long remaining time to maturity, has a unique characteristic. On the run bond trading, volume and price volatility are usually high because all market participant tries to rebalance their portfolio and include this on the run bond into a new investment portfolio. Fair price, also its yield, is still in the process to reach its market equilibrium (Menkveld, Sarkar, & Van Der Wel, 2012) . Bond yield volatility decreases monotonically from long-term bond to medium-term and short-term bond. This property indicates approaching its maturity; investors reach an agreement on fair bond value, and bond price gradually reaches its equilibrium. Table 3 shows regression analysis on government bonds with short-term maturities, which is bond with remaining time to maturities of one year to three years.
Descriptive statistics in

Short-term bond Regression Analysis
Based on the regression analysis, we find only OFS has significant value (5%) and the other variables do not have a significant effect on yield volatility. This means only short-term order dealer flow from interdealer trades that contribute to daily yield Volume 23, Issue 2, April 2019: 167-178 | 174 | fluctuation. However, the probability value (F-Statistic) 0.017 is smaller than  (level of error 5%) which means that all order flows both dealers and customers at all maturities simultaneously have a significant effect on yield volatility of short-term bonds. Regression coefficients show an increase of 1unit dealer order flow will increase the daily yield of short-term government bonds 0.275 bps. These results indicate that dealers have a large role in the process of price discovery that occurs in the government bond market with a maturity of one to three years. This result is similar to the Valseth (2013) that dealer order flow in government bond markets plays an important role in price discovery.
Yield volatility of government bond approaching maturity is driven by dealers' and customers' shortterm order flow. However, short-term bond yield volatilities are mainly influenced by transactions in the interdealer market (OFS) which has higher coefficient magnitude and more significant compared to customer order flow (COFS) even though the value of trade transactions carried out by other groups of investors (customer) is much higher than the interdealer market. This clearly shows dealers have superior private information compared to their customers. Slightly disagreement between dealers and their customers drive low short-term bond yield volatility. Table 4 shows regression analysis on government bonds with medium-term maturities, which is bond with remaining time to maturities between three years to five years. Private information, yield volatility, and interaction between groups of investors...
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Based on the results of the regression analysis, we may conclude that COFS has significant value (5%) and other variables do not have a significant effect on bond yield volatility (VolYC_5Y). This means only short-term customer order flow that contributes to daily yield volatility. The probability value of F-statistics is 1,769 greater than  means that both dealer order flow, and customer order flow simultaneously do not affect the medium-term bond yield volatility. We may guess there are other variables such as macroeconomic variable, liquidity, and investor sentiment that affect the volatility which is not included in the model. This is open to further examination for the next research. The regression coefficient shows that if customer order flow increases 1 unit, daily medium-term government bonds yield volatility will increase 2,19 bps. This result shows the only customer has a role in the process of price discovery of bond yield volatility with remaining time to maturity threeyears to five years. This result is not similar to the results of the Valseth (2013) study which find precisely the dealer order flow, not the customer, had a significant effect on the price discovery in the government bond market with medium-term maturity. But this shows that in the Indonesian government bond market, the medium-term bond has a unique empirical fact where customers are informed customers or investors who have short-term private information that has far better quality than dealers' private information.
These results indicate that the customer has a significant and major role in the process of price discovery in the Indonesia government bond market, especially bond with remaining time to maturity five years to ten years, but the superiority of customer information is only on short-term information so that only short-term order flow is significant. This shows customers have better private information accumulation compared to dealers in short-term trading of government bonds. Customers make transactions for short-term interests only so that only short-term order flow is significant. Customers conduct short-term transactions, presumably only utilizing transitory market liquidity conditions or driven by incidental needs of other customers who need immediate cash so that prices only increase in a short period. This is in accordance with the conditions of the Indonesian government bonds which are relatively less liquid. Customers' dominance in medium-term government bond trading drives low medium-term bond yield volatility. The disagreement between customers and dealer is not present in medium-term bond trading because of low and insignificant dealers order flow of this type of bond. Table 5 shows regression analysis on government bonds with medium-term maturities, which is bond with remaining time to maturities more than five years. Volume 23, Issue 2, April 2019: 167-178 | 176 | Based on the results of the regression analysis presented in Table 5 , we find COFS and OFL has significant value (5 percent) against VolYC_10Y and other variables do not have a significant effect. This result shows short-term customer order flow, and long-term order flow contribute to daily long-term bond yield volatility. The magnitude of regression coefficients for long-term bond yield volatility is higher than medium-term bond yield volatility. It shows an increase of 1 customer order flow will increase 0.338 bps daily long-term government bond yield volatility. These results indicate that the customer has a significant and major role in the process of price discovery in the bond market, especially bond with remaining time to maturity longer than ten years, but the superiority of customer information is only on short-term information so that only short-term order flow is significant. This shows customers have better short-term private information accumulation compared to dealers in short-term trading of long-term government bonds. However, dealers have a significant effect on long-term bond yield volatility for long-term trading. Dealers have superior long-term information and analysis, implement a strategic investment portfolio, because they have a long investment horizon. The disagreement between customers and dealer, even though in the different investing time horizon, creates dispersed bid prices in the market and drives high yield volatility. Long-term bond has the highest volatility compared to short and medium-term bond.
Long-term bond Regression Analysis
Discussion
In the Indonesian government bond market, the order flow has a significant effect on bond yield volatility, where short-term customer order flows have a significant impact on short and medium-bond yield volatility. This shows that there is such an informed customer. This finding is different from Valseth (2013) who find only dealer order flow that has a strong influence on the price formation in the Norwegian government bond market. This can show that in the Indonesian government bond trade, the customer does not only trade based on liquidity considerations but has information in making decisions or making investment portfolios, especially in the short-term and medium bond.
Bond yield volatility is mainly influenced by disagreement between a group of investors which are between dealers and customers. Highest volatility is found in a long-term bond which customers' short-term trading and dealers' long-term trading creates a dispersed bid and offer price in the market. Customers trade based on short-term information which is, for examples, short-term market liquidity, customer-risk preference adjustments because of short-term macroeconomic data announcements, and economic bubbles driven by customers' behavioral overshoot or overreaction (Bartolini, Goldberg, & Sacarny (2008) ; Brenner, Pasquariello, & Subrahmanyam (2009) . On the other hand, dealers who have long investment horizon, trade only because of bond intrinsic value. Bond yield changes in the short-term period do not drive more active dealer order flow. The different trading pattern between dealers and customers in longterm bond creates high yield volatility (Menkveld, Sarkar, & Van Der Wel, 2012) .
The Indonesian government bond market, which is relatively less liquid than developed bond markets, has unique empirical facts, that dealer order flow has a significant effect only on long-term bond yields. This means that dealers influence the formation of long-term bond prices, while in medium and long-term bonds more influenced by customer order flow. This also shows that customers prefer to trade or invest in bonds that have a relatively short maturity and exploit their short-term private information in their trading activities. Market fragmentation between dealers and customer make different private information and disagreement between these group of investors a substantial effect on yield volatility (Caporale & Girardi, 2013) . Disagreement among customers has a stronger effect.
Private information, yield volatility, and interaction between groups of investors...
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Conclusion, Limitations, and Suggestions Conclusion
Indonesia government bond market has a unique characteristic which dealer order flow only has a significant effect on long-term bond yield volatility. Because of lower liquidity and narrow investor base, customer order flow, which reflects customer's private short-term information, significantly affect short and medium-term bond yield volatility. Disagreement among customer about short-term information drive short and mediumterm bond yield volatility.
High long-term bond yield volatility is driven by different trading pattern between dealers and customers. Dealers who trade on long-term bond intrinsic value have a different kind of private information compared to customers who try to exploit short-term information. The disagreement between customers and dealer is not about the same private information or its interpretation. They have different private information because they accumulate a different kind of information based on their own investment horizon. Different trading platform and different interpretation of private information between customers and dealer manifest in high long-term bond yield volatility which customers exploit short-term private information, and dealers consider only long-term or strategic issues.
Limitations and suggestions
To get a comprehensive picture of how bond yield volatility fluctuates around time, we should examine two variable which is not included in this paper: investor sentiment and macroeconomic variables. Changing sentiment among investors may drive bond yield swing. Macroeconomic variables announcement, such as inflation rate and market interest rate, also affect bond yield fluctuate in a considerable predictive direction. Further research needs to examine the effect of sentiment investor and macroeconomic variables announcement to private information accumulation by all market players and, then, also bond yield volatility.
